
Concession Stand Job Descriptions 
 
Stocking for Friday home game 
Recurring position to be assigned by the concession stand managers 
General prep work: loading barrels with drinks and ice, restocking refrigerated 
coolers with drinks, loading Pepsi bins with water bottles and ice, and anything else that needs 
to be done. Note: Working all available stocking duties, which includes all home games and 
home playoff games will count as 2 concession shifts.  
 

Set up crew 
Recurring position to be assigned by the concession stand managers 
Assists with set up of the concession stand before every home game and home playoff game. 
Duties include topping off drink barrels with ice, stocking shelves by cashiers with candy, 
wrapping pickles, pizza, hot dogs, cookies. Stocking belly trays, filling warmers with water, 
turning on warmers, ovens, etc. and any other duties provided by the concession stand 
managers. Note: Working all available stocking duties, which includes all home games and 
home playoff games will count as 2 concession shifts. 

 
Cashier 
Works the register: Takes order from customer, handles money. 
 

Cashier Runner 
Works behind cashier: Gathers and hands cashier ordered items and helps with 
general clean-up at end of evening. 
 

Drinks 
Works either double or single fridge: Provides cashier runners ordered drinks, replenishes 
drinks in fridge as needed. 
 

Popcorn 
Works popcorn machine: Prepares and packages popcorn (instruction will be provided), cleans 
popcorn machine and surrounding area at end of night. 
 

Pretzels 
Prepares pretzels: Heats pretzels in microwave (instruction will be provided) and places in 
warmer, hands to cashier runner as necessary, helps wrap pizza and hot dogs as needed, 
cleans pretzel area and helps with general clean-up at end of evening. 
 

Nachos 
Prepares nachos: Fills portion cups with jalapenos, dispenses hot cheese into nacho trays on 
demand, sets up trays as ordered (chips, cheese, jalapenos) and hands to cashier runner, 
cleans nacho machine and helps with general clean-up at end of evening. 
 

Hot dog Cook 
Prepares Hot Dogs: Coordinates number of hot dogs to be prepared with concession lead, 
cooks hot dogs (instruction will be provided), helps wrapping and placing in warmers, monitors 
amount of prepared hot dogs available, cleans and sanitizes hot dog machine. 
 

 



Hot food handler 
Provides cashier runners ordered hot food (pizza, hot dogs, Chick-fil-A), monitors amount of 
food left in warmers/hot boxes and informs concession lead of shortages, helps wrapping hot 
food as needed, cleans hot boxes and warmers at end of evening. 
 

Hot Cocoa (Only during cold weather - will be added to sign-up as needed) 

Prepares hot cocoa (instruction will be provided), dispenses into cups, assists with general 
clean up at the end of the evening. 
 
Drink Barrel Home and visitor bleachers 
Sells drinks out of 2 cooler barrels each (to be picked up at Main concession stand) in the 
bleachers, handles money and gives change, monitors amount of drinks left in cooler barrels 
and interacts with outside runner to receive refill, returns drinks to fridge and cleans barrels at 
end of night. 
Note: Bring rubber gloves to retrieve drinks out of ice. Welcome to bring a chair. 
 

Outside Runner 
Interacts with drink barrel worker to ensure barrels are stocked sufficiently, picks up drinks at 
Main Concession stand with rolling coolers and delivers to outside drink barrels in bleachers on 
either home or visitors side (specified in sign-up), empties rolling coolers into fridges and cleans 
coolers at end of night. 
Note: Full rolling coolers can be quite heavy. 
 

Visitor Concession Stand 
Responsible for running Visitor Concession Stand (instruction will be given), job is listed for 3 
volunteers and divided at the stand (cashier, serving customers, filling nacho trays, making sure 
there is enough food stock, etc.) and clean up Visitor Stand at end of night. 
 

Visitor Stand Runner 
Stays at Visitor Stand and returns to Main Stand as needed to pick up food stock that needs 
replenishing, helps with clean up at Visitor Stand at end of night. 
 

Belly Tray - Selling in bleachers Home and visitor side 

Serves customers in the bleachers using "belly trays" to sell popcorn, peanuts and candy, 
handles money and gives change. “Hot Belly trays” carry Hot Dogs, Pizza, Chick-fil-A 
sandwiches and condiments. Returns to Main Stand to replenish sold items. 
Note: Good physical condition to walk bleacher steps. 

 


